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LAURA ELDER

Focus on the Busy Intersections of Culture and Cultural Change

Laura Elder is an Associate Professor of Global Studies at Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame. Trained in cultural anthropology at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, her primary research interests are global political economy, Islam, and gender in South and Southeast Asia. Always fascinated by the interplay of culture and capital, during her graduate studies she examined the dynamics of sex, money, and power among hedge funds in Asia. She has conducted fieldwork in Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Qatar, and Singapore. Currently she is finishing a comparative analysis of the promotion of women’s expertise in Islamic financial services in Southeast Asian and Gulf Cooperation Council countries.
As a cultural anthropologist working in South and Southeast Asia, I am delighted to see the significant representation of these areas on the Catholics & Cultures website. From an anthropological point of view, however, I would suggest a reorganization and increased emphasis on the dynamics of cultural change across the site. From Ghost cultists to prosperity Christians and wealth-affirming Buddhists to market Muslims, recent decades have ushered in an unprecedented religious resurgence around the world.1 And this turn to piety has been marked by popular participation, voluntary association, a re-recognition of laity expertise, a focus on prosperity and, in particular, an increased leadership role for women.2 Many scholars argue that this resurgence marks the desire of ordinary believers for security, self-initiative, and dignity in the face of overwhelming social, economic, and environmental change. But a common theme running through the literature on religion is that dissenting voices within major religious institutions have broken away, forming communes as well as business enterprises to establish and practice new ways of life based on a revised understanding of their faith.3


Some of this literature suggests that these non-conforming groups have ventured into business to support and promote their belief in the distinctiveness of their faith. These groups have created local and transnational business links that, among others, allow them to transfer funds to complement the activities of fellow communities in need of resources for proselytizing.4

In this vein, the dynamic connections of religious resurgence reveal the important ways that religious ritual and performance are meaning making spaces which are not self-contained or cut off from the rest of culture, but rather are a key locus of cultural change. Renato Rosaldo, for example, shows us rituals are “the busy intersections of culture.”5 And I, in turn, ask my students: What does religious resurgence mean politically, economically, and socially? Where would you locate the appeal of these practices? What is the basis of conflicts? What is the role of the state and/or global forces? On the Catholics & Cultures website, a renewed emphasis on busy intersections of meaning making—as rituals are connected, disconnected, and reconnected to other domains of social life—would improve the utility of the site for analyzing these connections. El Shaddai, a populist, prosperity gospel oriented Catholic group originating in the Philippines, for example, now claims millions of adherents and substantial multinational business initiatives around the world.6 Based on Katherine Wiegele’s work, the documentation provided for El Shaddai on the website provides a careful exposition of how El Shaddai welds

---


self help, hope and prosperity among impoverished, marginalized workers who have been excluded from both political and development initiatives. The site also gestures to the significance of El Shaddai among elites and those with political influence but unfortunately provides no context regarding conflicts between these groups of adherents. Further, the discussion of El Shaddai could better represent the meaning making among followers around the world not just in the Philippines. While meaning making is “on the menu” the framing of the entire website around nation-states works against users following these networks of charismatic practice elsewhere. If we move to Hong Kong, for example, we learn that in Hong Kong, “One Filipino priest suggests that half of Filipinos in Hong Kong would probably prefer charismatic forms of worship over traditional types…” and that, “Members are at times engaged in fun and laughter, and at other times cry and in distress as they reflect on life’s difficulties and their worries.” From an anthropological point of view, it would be beneficial to fully represent practitioners’ own interpretations of their work and lives as well as the ways that ritual practice binds migrant workers and communities of practice transnationally. To put it another way, the people who are being represented on the screen spend most of their lives at work, laboring to

---


---
provide for families and networks that extend across the globe. And as this labor cuts across national, cultural, religious boundaries, the site itself could usefully connect across these spaces.

Finally, a renewed emphasis on cultural change would also provide a better means for exploring reflexively, by seeking to understand both yourself and others in and through the website. As the philosopher Ian Hacking has so persuasively shown us “representing is intervening” and, while telling stories, describing practices, and interpreting rituals, the site could provide a frame for both how people think about “others” but also how people think about themselves. Ritual spaces are framed by, and most importantly alter meanings, as people seek to manifest desire and aspirations (for this world or another one) through ritual performative space. For example, again thinking through the Philippines, the extraordinary work of Julius Bautista provides a particularly innovative view from the margins by connecting the Philippines’ leading export (Overseas Foreign Workers) to the ways that some Catholic men seek to recuperate respect, masculinity, and self-worth through rituals of the Passion. Bautista takes us into the world of Sencho, a forty-year-old technician from the Philippine province of Pampanga who,
for most of the past fifteen years, has whipped his own back to a bloody pulp in a ritual commemorating Jesus Christ’s Passion on Good Friday. When I spoke to him in 2012, he told me that he began self-flagellating on behalf of his mother, Meling, who worked as a domestic helper in Hong Kong to earn enough money to service a family debt. Sencho’s flagellation was a way of appealing for God’s help in alleviating his family’s financial situation. After several years of this kind of self-sacrifice, Sencho too had taken up employment in the Middle East, an endeavor he took on with a self-confidence extending from the ritual experience. “No problem,” he recalled; “if I could flagellate, I knew I could handle Saudi.” Narrating this experience brought back memories of his mother, who had since passed away because of illness. “My flagellation is painful.... But that’s nothing compared to how she sacrificed for us in Hong Kong. She’s the [real] hero...she’s the martyr.”

The binding, meaning making work here is painful but I suggest well-worth representing, if the intention of the website is to fruitfully provoke thoughtful conversations across our world rather than just within our own cultural contexts. On the website these rituals are carefully presented as over-sensationalized in the media and as discouraged by the Catholic Church. This is a very understandable representational choice, perhaps meant to minimize the “othering gaze,” but I suggest that this choice inadvertently shifts focus away the power being claimed by participants. A more ethnographic move, one that I ask of my students and that benefits critical understanding, is to include both the observe and the observed in all representations. To this end, and again as a step beyond ethnocentrism, ritual cultures and practice in the United States should be also included on the site. The World Wide Web is also of course itself a busy intersection of culture and it has become an essential meaning making space because it connects across cultural spaces. Best practices in designing for the web rely on forging community by connecting into and out of spaces, places and cultures. Another important step in reemphasizing cultural change would be to provide links (both interreligious and intercultural) betwixt and between this website and other online forums. For example, the Phil-

---

ippines exposition is written by Tom Landy and Esmeralda Fortunado-Sanchez but it is not linked to Esmeralda Fortunado-Sanchez’s work, the work of others, the organizations mentioned, or other individuals or collectivities that make meaning here there and everywhere. For example, if we move to China, to the context of Lancang river valley in Yunnan, we similarly find a fabulous description of altar pieces at Niuren Catholic church but the marginalization, exploitation, forced resettlement, and devastating cultural and economic upheavals of dam development along the Lancang (the headwaters of the Mekong river affecting the livelihoods of millions) is relegated to the introduction. Fortunately, the links provide some of these important connections. Here, I suggest that, if politics is not restricted to the introduction, if we dig into these intersections and link in and out and across, then the webs of meaning which are created through the busy intersections of culture come alive and site users can better represent, understand, and analyze cultural change globally.
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